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Background



Traffic management
Aims:
• enhance vehicle safety
• optimize throughput of the network
• provide reliable information (journey times) for travellers
operating within legal constraints and fulfilling sustainability demands



Trends and developments in mobility
Technical:
• Pro-active management
• Network wide management
• New sensors and actuators

(also in car)
• Cooperative systems
• Automated vehicles
• “Mobility as a Service” 
• (Flying cars?)

Business/society:
• More traffic (varies with the 

economic situation J)
• More control measures on the 

road: increases complexity and
need for manpower

• Less money spent on  building 
new roads, hence more reliance
on IT

• Cooperation between road
authorities, mainly at governance
level



The TEMPO project
1 October 2015 – 1 October 2016



TEMPO fundament and approach
TEMPO uses the Overture technology as a basis for its 
work. Overture is a platform for modelling and analyzing 
systems. Models can demonstrate the correctness of 
designs prior to costly implementation. TEMPO uses 
Overture to model existing traffic management networks, 
then demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of 
collaborative designs. 
Focus on automated negotiations to facilitate collaborative control



The conventional control model



A collaborative control model



Traffic simulation

Overture/VDM

TMS Collaboration





Product, market and impact
• Our aim is to turn the results of the TEMPO experiment into a commercial solution 

(product/services)
• West will use it to enter new emerging markets with this solution, in addition to the 

“traditional” road authorities (government, municipalities)
• Wide adoption will have significant societal impact by reducing road network performance 

and reduction of pollution
• SAE makes all possible by:

– Bringing together industrial and academic expertise needed to take next steps towards 
collaborative TMSs

– Providing network access to further stakeholders across Europe (CPSELabs)
– Enabling West to use new technology (supported by Newcastle University)
– Contribute to further development of robust and functional platforms for CPS design (also outside 

the mobility domain)



Q&A

Want to hear more 
or watch a demo?

Come and see me
during the breaks!


